Gathering 4 Gardner 11
(A pot pourri gathered & shared by Laurie Brokenshire CBE)
This time all of my Pot Pourri comes from the pen and fertile mind of Donald Bell (donald@marchland.org).
Since G4G9 & X Donald has burst upon the London UK puzzle-scene with a plethora of fascinating mathematical notions
that he has converted into puzzles not just on paper but also in his wood-working shop. I felt it right that his creations
gained a wider audience; I trust that you will enjoy Donald's thoughts as much as the monthly UK Camden regulars do!
This paper presents

Bell's Elles

(very fitting for G4G “Elle”-even!)

Summary: The classic Nine Elles puzzle is quite easy to solve. Each piece is made from three regular cubes in an
L-formation. Nine of them form a 3x3x3 cube.
But the small "cubies" can be modified in various ways to make about 20 new puzzles, some of them respectably
difficult. This paper looks at some interesting colouring systems, two stretching systems and five ways of
"skewing" the cubes, plus a rule restricting their orientations. And a mathematical conjecture emerges which has
not yet been proved.
One version of the puzzle is chosen as the "favourite" but there are many side puzzles that emerge.
For the purposes of this paper, the word "cubie" will describe a unit cube, whose sides may sometimes not be square but
rhombic. The word "elle" will be used to describe three unit cubes glued together in an L formation. And the 3x3x3
"cube" will be an assembly of nine elles, so it, too, may sometimes have sides that are not square.
This diagram shows how easy it is to stack nine elles into a 3x3x3 cube.
Three elles can be stacked side by side to make a block with an "L" cross
section. And two elles can make a slab. Three such slabs can be
assembled around the L shaped block to make the 3x3x3 cube.
Rather too easy!
If the cubies are coloured white and black, then it is possible to have a
chequered 3x3x3 cube.
Now there are 14 black cubies and 13 white ones (the invisible central
cubie has to be white). That means two types of elle, shown here as "A"
and "B". Sadly, the resulting puzzle is no more challenging than the one
with plain elles
However, if the cubie in the centre of each face of the 3x3x3 cube is
white instead of black, a more interesting, and less trivial, puzzle
emerges. Now there are 18 white cubies and 9 black ones (assuming the
central one is black).
Now we can have N elles of type "B" and (9-N) of type "C" where N can
take any value from 0 to 9.
But not all of these values make up a set of elles which can make a 3x3x3
cube with black corners. It is left as a puzzle for the reader to work out
which values of N are valid.
An elle has two "arms" which point in two different directions in 3D space
at right angles – such as "up" and "right" (the leftmost one in this
diagram).
The six possible directions, denoted by their initial letters, are (U)p,
(D)own, (L)eft, (R)ight, (F)orwards, (B)ackwards.
So there are 12 possible orientations – UL, UR, UF, UB, DL, DR, DF, DB,
LF, LB, RF and RB.
In this diagram each elle has an arrow painted on it. Each arrow must be
on a top face and be pointing to the back as shown.

So a new puzzle suggests itself - is it possible to make up a 3x3x4 block
with 12 elles, all in different orientations?
One solution is shown here, as the top, middle and bottom layers of the
block.
The diagram is deliberately a tad obscure, since the reader is encouraged
to try the puzzle for him/herself.
And is it also possible to select 9 elles, all with different orientations, and
assemble them into a 3x3x3 cube?
The answer is "yes", though it is not a trivial puzzle.
This solution uses only nine of the twelve orientated elles.
That means that three are left over, and they are shown at right.
Using the two letter labels, these pieces are RB, DF and UL.
So the letters L, R, U, D, F, B have all occurred exactly once each.
And this happens every time the 3x3x3 cube is made out of the 12 elles,
although the left over three may be different each time.
Presumably there is a simple mathematical proof that L, R, U, D, F, B will
always occur (with none missing and none repeated)?
However, my attempts to prove this "Elles Conjecture" have so far all ended in chaotic complexity.
Perhaps the reader can do better.
Later on, we will use this "Elles Conjecture" to help with the design of new puzzles (even if it is unproven).
Up to this point all the "cubies" have been true cubes, with equal sides and right-angled corners. We will now look at
the implications of using unequal sides, or including corners that are slightly different from right angles.
If each cubie is stretched in one dimension, then there are two ways
of gluing three cubies together to make an elle.
In this diagram, the cubies have all been stretched vertically.
So if there are 6 elles of type "E" and three of type "F", it is obvious that
a 3x3x3 cube can easily be made using the "slab and tower" technique
that was used for the plain elles at the beginning. A bit too trivial.
But a much more interesting puzzle can be made if the cubies are
stretched in one dimension and squeezed in another. It is now possible to
make three types of elle, labelled "G", "H" and "J" for reference.
It is clear that each of these pieces can be placed in four different
orientations which together make up the 12 orientations already
discussed.
So "G" can be LF (as shown), RF, LB and RB. "H" can be UF, DF, UB and
DB. "J" can be UL, UR, DL and DR
With the benefit of the mathematical analysis we have already done, it is not too difficult to assemble three elles
of each type into a 3x3x3 cube (or should it be called a "brick"). But without the insight provided by the mathematics,
the puzzle is a lot harder. It might be possible to make this puzzle a bit more challenging by the introduction of a two
colour chequerboard, but that is left for the reader to investigate.
If the cubies are slightly "skewed" then a whole host of new puzzles
become possible. There are basically four interesting patterns of "skew"
(with a small variation providing a fifth one).
This diagram shows a cubie that has been skewed by moving its top
square sideways in a direction parallel to one of the sides. It now has
four faces which are square and two which are rhombuses. Let's call this
a "single slope" cubie.

If the top square is now moved again, parallel to another edge of the
original cube, then the resulting solid now has two faces that are square
and four faces that are rhombuses.
If these rhombuses all have the same angles, we can call this a "double
equal slope" cubie, otherwise call it a "double unequal slope" cubie.
Finally, by distorting the top and bottom faces from square to rhombic,
a fourth shape is obtained, and we can call it a "triple slope" cubie.
From a puzzle point of view, there is nothing to be gained by requiring
the acute angles of the six faces of the triple slope cubie to be different,
but there is a fifth minor case to consider.
This "triple slope" cubie can be formed from a regular cube by pulling
apart two corners along a main body diagonal. The acute angles of three
of the face rhombuses will now meet at a point. This figure is a "prolate"
rhombic hexahedron. Just call it a "prolate cubie" for now.
If, instead, the opposite corners are pushed towards each other, an
"oblate cubie" is the result.
These four (or five) shapes of skewed cubies can be used to make sets of elles which make interesting puzzles.
There is no need to describe them all in detail, but the reader is encouraged to make up his own sets and explore their
possibilities.
There is only one way of gluing three regular, right angled, cubes together in an L formation. This one shape of
"elle" can be rotated into all 12 of the possible orientations already described.
But when some of the faces of the cubies are not square, there
are several different elles which can be formed.
Starting with a supply of 27 cubies of the "single skew" type, it soon
becomes obvious that there are four distinct shape of "elle". All four of
them are required to cover all of the 12 different orientations, though it
is difficult to show this in a diagram on two-dimensional paper.
Using the labels W,X,Y,Z it can be seen (with some difficulty) that the
elles can be orientated as follows:
• W as UR and DL
• X as UL and DR
• Y as UF, DF, RB and LB
• Z as UB, DB, RF and LF
If, however, the last piece is permitted to be a straight tri-cube, then a
solution can be found. Think of the straight piece as a lower case "elle"
and its inclusion can perhaps be justified.
Now the solution is like this (a little obscure, as before)
A similar analysis can be carried out for the other types of skew that have been mentioned, but that is more
appropriate for a "workshop" discovery environment.
It will suffice to say that the "double equal skew" cubies can be combined in 7 different ways, and the "double
unequal skew" ones in 12 different ways (corresponding to the 12 possible orientations).
The "triple skew" elles, all with equal rhombus sides, can be made in only 3 different ways. Call them "M", "N", "P".
Strangely enough, it is impossible to make a 3x3x3 cube using 3 of each shape. It has to be 2 of shape "M", 3 of shape
"N" and 4 of shape "P". This applies to both the "oblate" and the "prolate" forms.
The "prolate" version is a bit too spiky for a practical puzzle, so the "oblate" one has appeared for sale from time to
time.
It is not necessary to explore the "triple unequal slope" version, since it will logically be the same as the "double
unequal slope" already discussed

Each of these emerging puzzles can also be "coloured" in the ways
already described, either "chequerboard" or "coloured corners".
The reader will quickly see that there are several further avenues of
exploration possible. The "elle" made of three cubes can obviously be
extended to a four cube elongated version. Six of these, plus a three
cube elle will fill a 3x3x3 cube. Four cubes can be glued together to form
a "layered" L (in both right handed and left handed forms).
These three shapes are part of the very popular Soma Cube Puzzle.
The only practical way to explore this family of puzzles is by
constructing the pieces and making discoveries by experiment.
If the reader has access to a table saw and a supply of well seasoned
timber in various colours, then the task is very rewarding.
So, for the purposes of G4G11, let me commend to you the "double equal
slope" version. Seven of the pieces are L-tricubes and two of them are
linear tricubes. (think of them as seven upper case "elles" and two lower
case "elles" – OR, since it's G4G11, then two “1”s!) All of the pieces are
different and I think there are 12 different solutions.
So it is puzzling but not impossible.
If you are an enthusiast for Burr Tools, then it can be used to
enumerate all the solutions if a small modification is made.
Every "cubie" is now doubled up to make a 2x2x2 cube.
Then a pair of cubes is removed to give an L-shaped tower.
A set of pieces made up using this subunit will behave in Burr Tools as
though it was a "double slope" Elles puzzle
Without giving too much away, this is the style of the Burr Tools
output when the cubies are used in this way. Three pieces have been
placed (coloured red, green and blue), each of them made up of three
"cubies" which are themselves the L-shaped 2x2x2 tower forms.
I was delighted that Donald agreed to allow me to share his musings with you here – not least since “L” is for Laurie!
Donald also reminded me that 11 is of the form (4*N + 3) so it is one solution of the "Langford Kebabs" puzzle, which is
worth some reflection if you're not familiar with it. Essentially you have a number of vegetables (onions, peppers etc) on
a kebab skewer. Each type of vegetable has a number (1 = onion, 2 = pepper, 3 = carrot etc). There are exactly two
vegetables of each type and the number of other vegetables between them must be the same as the vegetable's number.
So there must be one other vegetable between the two onions, two between the two peppers, three between the two
carrots and so on, eg 3 1 2 1 3 2 and 4 1 3 1 2 4 3 2. The puzzle only has a solution if the highest numbered vegetable is
of the form 4*N or (4*N + 3). So you can have 3, 4, 7, 8, 11, 12 and so on, but not 5, 6, 9, 10 etc.
A final “interesting 11” item: Prove that for 55 different integers (1->100) some two MUST differ by 9, some two
must differ by 10, some two by 12, and some two by 13, but NOT necessarily by 11 (WHAT a difficult number it is!).
I hope that you will have met up with me during G4G11, not least because I am bringing (brought when you read this!)
with me several physical examples of Donald's puzzles (also crafted by him).
If not, do come and visit so that you may play with them and attempt (or research) other puzzles in my collection.

Happy Easter (and G4GL-even)!
Puzzlingly & magically yours,

PS I'd be delighted to give solutions to any who seek them, as would Donald, or to discuss any item in this Pot Pourri;
especially improvements etc (also for previous G4Gs). Just contact: laurie@brokenshire.net.

